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Old and New
It is not often that three new dictionaries cross my
desk in quick succession, but in the past six months
I have acquired two brand-new dictionaries and one
classic. Newly published are the centenary edition
of the Concise Oxford English Dictionary and the fifth
edition of the American Heritage Dictionary. The newto-me classic—thank you, Peter Sokolowski!—is a
copy of Webster’s Third New International, celebrating
its 50th birthday this year. Hailed (and excoriated)
as groundbreaking (or overly modern) when it was
published, Webster’s Third now seems like a staid
great aunt: hefty, magisterial, and somewhat stuffy
(but only until you get to know her better). Both
new dictionaries are bright and easy to read, and
both—as a modern dictionary must—include codes
for digital access: a 12-month subscription to Oxford
Dictionaries Online or a passkey for a free copy of the
AHD smartphone app, respectively.
Clockwise from L: Concise Oxford English Dictionary, 12th
ed., 2011; Webster’s Third New International Dictionary,
This edition of the Concise Oxford comes with a
small but informative booklet entitled “100 Years of 1961; American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language,
5th ed., 2011; American Heritage Dictionary, 1st ed., 1969;
the Concise Oxford Dictionary”, and includes within
Concise Oxford Dictionary, 2nd ed., 1929.
its pages occasional callout boxes bringing to the
reader’s attention intriguing differences between
this edition and the first. In addition, the front matter includes an introductory essay (by Dictionaries editor
Elizabeth Knowles) detailing the history of the Concise Oxford from 1911 to the present.
The newest American Heritage has added some 10,000 new words and senses and includes newly-chosen
artwork for over 4,000 entries. It retains from earlier editions the appendices of Indo-European and Semitic
roots, which have been fully revised to reflect the latest scholarship in historical linguistics. The noted Usage
Panel continues as well, and several usage notes include discussion of how the responses of the Usage Panel
have changed over the years. (Full disclosure: I worked both as a freelancer and as editorial staff on AHD5.)

Because it amuses me, the photo includes two other dictionaries for contrast: a first edition American Heritage
Dictionary, and the well-used Concise Oxford (1929 edition) that was my grandfather’s. ²
—Katherine Isaacs

News of Members
DSNA member Pedro A. Fuertes-Olivera has
co-edited a collection entitled e-Lexicography:
The Internet, Digital Initiatives and Lexicography.
According to the publisher, the book “looks
at current research and future directions in
e-lexicography. Online dictionaries and reference
tools are increasingly prevalent in a digitized
and internet-led era in language study that
has embraced computational linguistics. This
book responds with theoretical and practical
analysis of key topics, from a global range of
contributors.” More information is available
from continuumbooks.com.
Fraser Sutherland’s latest book, Lost Passport:
The Life and Words of Edward
Lacey, was published by
Canada’s BookLand Press in
October. The author writes,
“Lacey was a traveller
and misadventurer on
five continents; translator
from French, Spanish, and
Portuguese; Canada’s first
explicitly gay poet. Lots of
life and linguistic interest.”
More at booklandpress.com/
new-books.
Michael Adams and Anne Curzan are
pleased to announce publication of Contours
of English and English Language Studies (Univ.
Michigan Press, 2011), a collection honoring
the late Richard W. Bailey, founding editor of
Dictionaries, President of DSNA, and a Fellow of
DSNA. Numerous DSNA members are among
the contributing authors. The book is available
from the University of Michigan Press and at
Amazon.
Anatoly Liberman continues to attract
attention. He was profiled in the Minneapolis
Star-Tribune in April in an article with the tagline
“A U of M professor is trying to beat the clock to
finish his masterwork: A dictionary of the origins
of some of the most misunderstood words in
English.” The full article, and Anatoly’s hints for
a long and healthy life, can be found here: www.
startribune.com/lifestyle/119943134.html

Executive Editor of the American Heritage
Dictionary Joe Pickett has taken on a new
challenge. He became the Publication Director
for MIT’s OpenCourseWare project in August.
The project publishes the course materials of
MIT professors on the web for anyone to use.
“The materials are published under a creative
commons license so anyone in the world can
use the materials for their own teaching or other
work as long as they don’t try to make money
off of them and as long as they ‘share alike’ and
let others use their materials in the same way.”
Former DSNA board member Steve Kleinedler
has taken Joe’s place as the new Executive Editor
at the AHD. ²

Industry News
Missing from the publicity surrounding the
publication of the American Heritage Dictionary,
5th Edition is the decision made in March by
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt to reduce the
dictionary staff from 12 people to 3. The
managing editor and four lexicographers
(including the etymologist) were laid off. The
production staff, although still involved with
dictionary production, have been reassigned
within the HMH Trade division. Dictionaries
and lexicography continue to be pushed ever
farther toward the sidelines of commercial
publishing. 
—Katherine Isaacs

A Note of Thanks

On behalf of my daughter, Veronica Barron, I
would like to express our thanks to the board
and members of the DSNA for your donation
to her scholarship fund in memory of my late
husband, Manie Barron. Your kind words and
generosity, and continued expressions of support and concern, have meant more than you can
know during this difficult time.
In gratitude,
Wendalyn Nichols

DARE: A Traveling Exhibit
The DSNA is a partner in an ambitious new
project that we hope will take the Dictionary
of American Regional English (DARE) to several
locations around the country in an interactive
exhibit—one that will delight word lovers as
well as provide an educational experience for the
average speaker or learner of English.
The traveling exhibit represents a collaboration
among the National Museum of Language,
DSNA, the American Dialect Society (ADS),
and the staff of DARE. The National Museum
of Language has 14 years of experience creating
exhibits and events aimed at helping the general
public appreciate the fascinating variety of topics
relating to languages and cultures of the world.
DSNA President Orin Hargraves has worked
with the museum previously on an exhibit about
American English during the early 19th century.
The idea for the project emerged at an informal
dinner in Montreal among representatives
of all the partners. Because the National
Endowment for the Humanities (NEH) has
provided extensive funding to DARE over the
years, we hope that agency will see the benefit
of underwriting this traveling exhibit. We are
now in the process of applying for an NEH
implementation grant. Any DSNA member
who has museum or exhibit experience and
would like to share expertise or input is urged
to contact DSNA president Orin Hargraves (okh
@ orinhargraves.com) or vice president Michael
Adams (adamsmp @ indiana.edu).
DARE represents the greatest undertaking ever
in the history of American lexicography and it
deserves to be duly celebrated and brought to
the attention of more Americans. The language
of our everyday lives is captured in DARE, along
with expressions our grandparents used but our
children will never know. Based on interviews
with thousands of Americans across the country,
as well as on newspapers, histories, novels,
diaries, letters, government documents, and
other written sources, the Dictionary of American
Regional English presents our language in its
infinite variety. 
—Orin Hargraves

In Memoriam
Richard Weld Bailey (1939–2011), distinguished
scholar of the English language and Fellow of
the Dictionary Society of North America, died
April 2 in Ann Arbor, Michigan. The author,
co-author, and editor of more than twenty
books, including Images of English (1992),
Nineteenth-Century English (1996), and Speaking
American: A History of English in the United States
(forthcoming, 2011), he was long a prominent
member of the Department of English at the
University of Michigan, where he introduced
many graduate students to linguistic and literary
scholarship. Founding editor of Dictionaries:
Journal of the Dictionary Society of North America
from 1979 to 1989 (vols. 1–11), he also served the
society as president from 2001 to 2003. He will
be greatly missed. As befits his status as founder
and long-time editor of the journal, a detailed
remembrance and appreciation of Dr. Bailey is to
be published in Dictionaries, vol. 32.
The DSNA Office has also received belated
notice of the deaths in 2010 of two Life
Members.
Arthur J. Bronstein (1916–2010) was a
professor and scholar of diverse subjects,
including historical linguistics, phonetics,
reading, sociolinguistics, lexicography, and the
history of the phonetic sciences. He wrote a
widely-used phonetics text, The Pronunciation of
American English, and served as a pronunciation
editor for the Random House Dictionary of the
English Language.
Henry G. Burger (1923–2010) was a professor
of anthropology best known in lexicographic
circles for The Wordtree: A Transitive Cladistic
for Solving Physical and Social Problems, a “twoway dictionary” that allows the reader not
only to determine the meaning of a word, but
also to discover the word from the meaning (or
partial meaning). “[The] arrangement enables
the classification of procedural knowledge, and
thereby a gradability of words from simplest
actions toward complex concepts.” Dr. Burger’s
Wordtree archive is now housed at the Cordell
Collection. 

Reinhard’s References X: Associations
by Reinhard Hartmann
Having been involved in the foundation of EURALEX 28 years ago (and to some extent with that
of AFRILEX and ASIALEX), I appreciate the value of such associations. In some of my previous
contributions to this column*, I have hinted at some text genres which form part of these networks for
subjects like lexicography (and neighbouring fields like terminology, onomastics, translation, applied
and computational linguistics, dialectology and library science). Quite a range of such bodies has been
established since the Dictionary Society of North America was created in 1975, and several of them
have an impressive record of publishing periodicals and conference proceedings, e.g. for EURALEX the
International Journal of Lexicography and a full record of its 14 biennial congresses held since LEXeter ‘83.
I hope that readers will find the Table useful. It lists the major national and continental associations
in lexicography, plus some international ones in neighbouring disciplines, with information on
periodicals published and regular meetings held by them (typically as annual or biennial conferences
or triennial congresses). Thus, in chronological order of their creation, I have cited DSNA, EURALEX,
the Australasian Association for Lexicography (AUSTRALEX), the Nordisk Forening for Leksikografi
(NFL), the Zhongguo Cishu Xuehui (ZCX, translated into English either as Lexicographical Society
of China or China Lexicographical Association), AFRILEX, ASIALEX and the Asociación Española de
Estudios Lexicográficos (AELex).
Other fields are represented by the International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions
(IFLA), the International Council of Onomastic Sciences (ICOS), the Fédération Internationale des
Traducteurs (FIT), the Association Internationale de Linguistique Appliquée (AILA), the Association
for Computational Linguistics (ACL), the International Society for Dialectology and Geolinguistics
(ISDG), the European Association of Languages for Specific Purposes (AELFE) and the European
Association for Terminology (EAFT). For a number of reasons, such as deficiencies in terms of websites,
publications or regular meetings, I have had to leave out a small number of associations in the U.K.,
Bulgaria, India, Korea and Japan.
Success depends, of course on their membership, and how it is represented by their executive
committees which then determine their geographical location, programme of activities and relations
within and between the fields they promote. 

* Categories covered in previous issues of the DSNA Newsletter:
I periodicals, Number 30.2				
II festschrift volumes, 31.1				
III conference proceedings, 31.2				
IV reference works, 32.1					
V dictionary research centres, 33.1

VI dissertations, 33.2
VII textbooks, 34.1
VIII bibliographies, 34.2
IX book series, 35.1

Association
(year founded)
IFLA (1927)

Periodical
(year started)

Conferences Website
(last held)

IFLA Journal (1994)

77 (2011)

www.ifla.org

ICOS (1938)

Onoma (1950)

24 (2011)

www.icosweb.net

FIT (1953)

Babel (1955)

19 (2011)

www.fit-ift.org

AILA (1964)

AILA Review (1984)

16 (2011)

www.aila.info

ACL (1968)

Computational Linguistics
(1984)

49 (2011)

DSNA (1975)

www.aclweb.org

Dictionaries (1979)

18 (2011)

www.dictionarysociety.com

EURALEX (1983)

IJL (1988)

14 (2010)

www.euralex.org

ISDG/SIDG (1989)

Dialectologia et
Geolinguistica (1993)

6 (2009)

www.sidg.org

AUSTRALEX (1990) —

15 (2011)

www.australex.org

NFL (1991)

LexicoNordica (1994)

11 (2011)

www.nordisk-sprakrad.no/nfl.htm

ZCX (LSC/CLA)
(1992)

Cishu Yanjiu (1979)

AELFE (1992)

Ibérica: Revista de la
AELFE (1999)

10 (2011)
10 (2011)

www.guoxue.com
www.aelfe.org

AFRILEX (1995)

Lexikos (1991)

EAFT (1996)

EAFT Newsletter (2010)

5 (2010)

www.eaft-aet.net

ASIALEX (1997)

—

7 (2011)

asialex.org

AELex (2002)

Revista de Lexicografía
(1995)

4 (2010)

16 (2011)

www.afrilex.africanlanguages.com

www.iula.upf.edu/aelex

DSNA Membership Renewal
You can now renew your DSNA membership online! For links and more information, see
www.dictionarysociety.com/2011/09/2010-dsna-membership.html

To renew DSNA membership by regular mail, print and fill out the 2012 Renewal Form (available from
the webpage above) and mail it with a check in US or Canadian dollars.
We also accept wire transfers through Western Union. Please contact the executive secretary at
dsnaadmin@gmail.com if you wish to use this payment method. 

DSNA XVIII: Conference Recap
by Lise Winer
It was an honour (or honor) and privilege for me to organize the DSNA 2011 meeting in Montreal.
The success of the conference depended on the help of many others, including especially members
of the Program Committee—Michael Adams, Stefan Dolinger, and Terry Pratt—and Conference
Committee/Executive Board members Michael Hancher, Lisa Berglund, and Katy Isaacs. Rebecca
Shapiro’s liaison with publishers was crucial, and Aimee Levesque in the DSNA office was a whiz
at collecting registration funds and checking on memberships. On the McGill University and local
scene, I am very grateful to Richard Virr, Curator of Rare Books and Special Collections, McLennan
Library, who organized a wonderful exhibit (described below). I am also grateful to Jim Harris and
Deborah Metchette, in the Faculty of Education, for graphics and IT help; to Tamarah Feder, McGill
Media Relations Office; to Rachel Savard, New Residence Hall
manager; and to Matthew Chang, Aramark Catering, who really
understood the concept of “cultural locavore”! Five graduate students
in Second Language Education—Heather Phipps, Alison Crump,
Manisha Phadnis, Joy Morgan, and Michelle Harazny—helped out
tremendously on the actual conference days.
I’d also like to thank those who provided financial support for the
conference: ABBYY, American Dialect Society, Cambridge University
Press, John Benjamins, Merriam-Webster, Oxford University Press/
Snack breaks were thematic and OED, Oxford University Press US, Thinkmap Visual Thesaurus, and
delicious. We had Ron Butters to an anonymous individual donor. In addition, I am grateful for the
generous in-kind donations given by the McGill Education Library and
thank for the chocolate chips.
by Ilan Kernerman of K Dictionaries.
The Dictionary Society of North America casts a wide geographical net, despite the limits of our
name. By the end of the conference we had 82 registrants from 15 countries: the US, Canada, England,
Russia, Slovenia, France, the Netherlands, Hong Kong, Barbados, Poland, Japan, Finland, Israel,
Spain, and New Zealand. Of the 42 presentations on the final program, presenters came from the
following countries (by residence or place of home institution): US 16, Canada 10, England 3; 2 each
from France and Slovenia; and 1 each from Russia, the Netherlands, Spain, New Zealand, Hong
Kong, Israel, Finland, Japan, and Poland. The papers covered a wide range of subjects, including both
lexicography and lexicology. There was also a wide range of geographical areas addressed, including
Canada (French, English and First Nation languages), the ancient world, modern Central Asia, and
the Middle East. A number of presentations examined controversies and narratives in the making
of specific dictionaries. Quite a few dealt with considerations of computer-based, corpus-based, and
digitally-oriented topics. Pedagogic dictionaries had excellent representation. We also had, as I believe
is customary, one or two slightly off-the-beaten-track presentations which really served to stimulate
thought. A copy of the complete program is available online at mac10.typepad.com/files/programbooklet-schedule-final.pdf.

Conviviality and celebration are always a part of the conference proceedings, and DSNA XVIII was
no exception. As 2011 is the 50th anniversary of the publication of Webster’s Third New International
Dictionary, we kicked off the conference with a birthday party, complete with two bespoke book-shaped
birthday cakes, as an opening reception sponsored by Merriam-Webster. There was an enthusiastic and
personal welcome address from the McGill University Provost, Anthony Masi, about his childhood
dictionary use, and a lively reflection on W3 from Peter Sokolowski.

The conference ended with the traditional banquet, including outgoing president Michael Hancher’s
fascinating “Biographia Lexicographia” address, which traveled from memoir to the conceptual
art of Joseph Kosuth to implications for dictionary illustration in the digital age. For entertainment,
the CatchWords (Lisa Berglund, Peter Gilliver, Orin Hargraves, Katy Isaacs, Rod McConchie and
Terry Pratt) performed magnificently to accompaniment by Kevin Berland, and Christopher Devine
performed a wonderful excerpt from “Word Perfect”, his one-man show about a door-to-door OED
salesman.
In between, there was a lively reception at the McLennan library. I had contacted Richard Virr,
Curator of Rare Books and Special Collections, as soon as I knew the conference would be in Montreal.
Although at first bemused, he and his staff, especially Ann Marie Holland, put on a specially designed
exhibit highlighting lexicographical items in their collection. These focused on early Canadian (French,
English, and First Nations languages) tomes, but included a few items of special interest, such as an
early Italian dictionary. They put a great deal of effort into the preparation of descriptive labels, and
Virr gave a welcome speech. Michael Hancher had the brilliant idea of asking Virr if there was a way to
incorporate the labels onto the DSNA website. This was done quickly, and they can be found at mac10.
typepad.com/2011%20McGill%20DSNA%20exhibition%20rev.pdf.
Throughout the conference, books and various media exhibits were set up in the foyer just outside
the ballroom where the sessions took place. The publishers participating were: Oxford University
Press (OED & US), Cambridge University Press, John Benjamins Publishers, K Dictionaries, ABBYY,
Merriam-Webster, and Thinkmap Visual Thesaurus. A less usual vendor was Adrian King-Edwards,
of The Word used bookstore, a Montreal/McGill landmark. Adrian put together a special collection
of items designed to be of interest to conference participants, including some manuscript letters from
Eric Partridge (which were sold to a conference participant). He also helped out by displaying and
overseeing the sales of individual books sent by publishers not represented at the conference or by
participants who had copies of their own books to sell.

Tamarah Feder of McGill Media Relations was wonderful, and enthusiastically rose to the challenge of
publicizing our somewhat offbeat conference. We had excellent local and national coverage, including:
an article in the Montreal Gazette by Karen Seidman titled “Chillax, English is always evolving”; an
article by Graeme Hamilton in the National Post titled “At the Dictionary Society of North America,
words matter—a lot”; two interviews—of Corinne Kirschner on “The future of the dictionary” and Rod
McConchie on “The words of Jane Austen”—by Dave Bronstetter on “All in a Weekend” (Montreal,
CBC Radio); and an interview of Ben Zimmer by Jian Ghomeshi on “Q” (CBC Radio, national) titled
“Hip-Hop’s influence on popular slang”.

Photo: Linda Hancher

My thanks to all who helped, all who supported, and all who attended.
Au revoir! 

Montreal conference attendees assembled on the steps of the Redpath Museum.

Cordell Corner
by David Vancil
Several updates concerning the Cordell
Collection are in order. I am sorry to say that the
online cataloging of the collection has stalled.
The librarian who had undertaken the job is no
longer with us and had cataloged fewer than
300 titles. Meanwhile, when I stepped down
as department chair and became Curator of
the Cordell Collection, digitization languished
until a new metadata librarian position was
filled by Natalie Bulick at the beginning of the
academic year. Natalie got up to speed and
trained a student assistant to capture images. As
a result, all the incunable dictionary holdings in
the Cordell Collection, which include not only
actual dictionaries but other language-oriented
materials such as St. Isidore of Seville’s Etymologae
(1483) have been digitized. These have not yet
been linked in the various databases and in the
online catalog, but feel free to contact Natalie
at <Natalie.Bulick @ indstate.edu> for access to
these works while awaiting the final step. You can
also request that particular titles be digitized just
as was the case when I managed the process.
Another piece of news is the recent online
publication in PDF format of Catalog of
Dictionaries, Wordbooks, and Philological Texts
(Greenwood, 1993) as well as a supplement
published in 2001 (Cunningham Memorial
Library). The 1993 book catalog contains several
indices to assist researchers, while the 2001 work
lists books added to the collection through June
30, 2000. Another useful work is Anton Mason’s
descriptive catalog, Fifteenth-Century Linguistic
and Lexicographical Works in the Cordell Collection
(Friends of the Library and CML, 1986). Links
to the PDF files of these works are in the listing
of publications found on the Special Collections
home page. In the future, I hope to add a PDF
of Robert K. O’Neill’s Dictionaries, 1604–1900
(Greenwood, 1988). I have already digitized
O’Neill’s book and am awaiting word from Bob
that he has secured the rights to make the book
available on the ISU website.
In addition to activities designed to benefit

the Cordell Collection directly, I am seeking out
additional language-oriented collections. In this
regard, we are beginning to receive three new
collections: the Jerry Rosenberg archive, the
Henry Burger Wordtree archive, and the George
H. J. Weydling Collection on Language Learning.
Jerry Rosenberg is a lexicographer who
specializes in business and economics
terminology. Henry Burger, a longtime member
of the DSNA, was the creator of a specialized
thesaurus Wordtree. George H. J. Weydling was
my undergraduate teacher of German, Russian,
and New Testament Greek. Dr. Weydling spoke
not only the three aforementioned languages,
but also classical Greek, Latin, Hebrew, French,
Spanish, and even Swahili and Arabic. In
retirement, he took up the study of Welsh. Dr.
Weydling claimed not to have a great ear for
Chinese, but he was married to a Japanese
woman, so I know he spoke Chinese and
Japanese as well. Without the skills and the
confidence he imparted to me, I would not have
even considered compiling my 1993 catalog of
the collection. For all of its flaws, it would have
been impossible for me to proceed without the
background in
German. It’s too bad
I didn’t take Hebrew
from him, also, as it
would have made
the entries I did on
David Kimhi in my
publishing history
of early dictionaries
less laden with
mistakes. (By the
way, I recently
digitized Incunable
Dictionaries, and it
is now available in
PDF format on the
departmental website.)
We are delighted to receive these gifts and
to broaden the linguistic holdings in Special

Collections. The Cordell Collection will provide
an entrance into many of these holdings and
provide a means for scholars to backtrack to
earlier works. From a personal perspective, the
greatest thrill for me
was in going through
the first box of books to
come from the Weydling
estate. As Dr. Weydling’s
former student, I was
moved and grateful that
his daughter, Yuri, and
widow, Takako, chose to
donate this collection of
more than 2,000 books to
Indiana State University.
I was amazed by the
variety and complexity
of the books sent in the
first box. How many
of us will be able to read about classical Latin in
Polish or Russian? What is to be learned? Finally,
I think it’s heartwarming that Dr. Weydling’s
daughter, Yuri, carries on in her father’s footsteps
as a teacher of Greek, Latin, and Japanese in the
Baton Rouge school system and as an adjunct at
Louisiana State University.

This prompts another suggestion which I have
made previously. Anyone who wants to find a
home for their language books is encouraged
to contact me, particularly while I am still
employed as Curator of the Cordell Collection—
this position expires at the end of 2012. Not only
will the books go to a good home, but a donor
may be able to reduce his or her tax burden in
this way. While ISU does not supply appraisals
for most gifts, donors can self-appraise gifts to
libraries and museums valued up to $5,000 on
their own recognizance by following simple I.R.S.
guidelines. Simply download form 8283 from the
I.R.S. website and fill out the form with the freely
available Adobe Reader software application once
you have made a donation to us or any other
library or museum.
I think it was mentioned on the DSNA website
recently that the University of Chicago had

finished its Akkadian dictionary project. It,
indeed, is an amazing accomplishment, one
begun in the 1920s. Equally remarkable is that the
University of Chicago publishes all of its books
online and at no cost to the user. I downloaded
a PDF of one of the volumes and was impressed
by the speed of the download and the quality
of page images. We continue to emphasize
paper-based research documents in the Cordell
Collection, even as we have begun to digitize
them for use by the research community. (In
fact, I should mention that we have a complete
set of the Akkadian dictionary in paper in case
anyone wants to leaf through it.) Yet, we do
provide links on the Cordell Collection home
page to external language-oriented resources and
entities, including the Dictionary Society of North
America, the Middle English Dictionary, Lexicons
of Early Modern English, and the Philological
Museum.

Finally, I want to acknowledge the assistance of
Peter Gilliver in my research on the “other” James
Murray who was producing popular Englishlanguage dictionaries during some of the same
years in which James Augustus Henry Murray
was working on the dictionary that we now
call the OED. While neither of us ever believed
that the “other” James Murray and the OED
Murray were the same individual, I had learned
that JAH had done at least one work for hire. I
was curious about “simple” Prof. James Murray
and how he represented himself. Peter was
able to search through the letters in the Murray
Archive from his laptop while we were at the
DSNA meeting at Indiana University in 2009 and
verify that JAH knew who the “upstart” James
Murray was but chose not to take action against
this usurper of his name. The DSNA is a rich
repository of people with a wide range of skills
and knowledge. I am proud to be a part of it and
to find myself among individuals who are willing
to share their skills and knowledge with others
at the proverbial drop of a hat. I hope the DSNA
will always remain this way. 

Dates of Interest: Lexicography Around the World

2011
Australia:

Australex 2011, “Dictionaries inside and outside
the classroom,” will be held November 28–29,
2011, in Canberra, Australia in conjunction with
Canberra Langfest 2011, “a series of events about
language, languages and their relationship with
the world.”
australex.org
law.anu.edu.au/coast/events/langfest/
conference.htm

Europe:

III International Seminar on English and ESP
Lexicology and Lexicography is to be held at
the University of Alicante, Spain on November
24–26, 2011. The conference is sponsored by the
Lexicology of Languages for Specific Purposes
Research Group (LexEsp).
web.ua.es/en/lexesp/iii-seminar/call-forpapers.html

2012
Africa:

AFRILEX 2012 is to be held in Pretoria, South
Africa on July 3–5, 2012. Deadline for paper
submission is March 15, 2012.

Asia:

The International Conference on Language,
Literature and Linguistics is to be held in
Singapore on July 9–10, 2012. The deadline to
submit papers is March 9, 2012.
l3-conference.org

Europe:

HEL-LEX3 (The third international New
Approaches on English Historical Lexis
Symposium) takes place on March 7–10, 2012
at the Tvärminne Zoological Station in Hanko,
Finland.
blogs.helsinki.fi/hel-lex2012
The 6th International Conference on Historical
Lexicography and Lexicology will be held on
July 25–28, 2012 in Jena, Germany.
www.le.ac.uk/ee/jmc21/ishll.html
The 7th Congress of the International Society
of Dialectology and Geolinguistics will be held

on July 23–28, 2012 in Vienna, Austria, under
the auspices of the Institute for Lexicography of
Austrian Dialects and Names (DINAMLEX) at
the Austrian Academy of Sciences.
sidg.oeaw.ac.at/en/congress/about
EURALEX 2012 will be held August 7–11, 2012,
in Oslo, Norway. The congress is organized by
the Department of Linguistics and Scandinavian
Studies, University of Oslo, and the Language
Council of Norway.
euralex.org

Oceania:

Lexicom 2012, a workshop in Lexicography and
Lexical Computing, will be held in Auckland,
New Zealand on February 11–15, 2012. Early
admission deadline is December 1, 2011.
nlp.fi.muni.cz/lexicom2012nz

2013

DSNA XIX will be held in Athens, Georgia on
May 23–25, 2013.
ASIALEX 2013 will be held in Bali, Indonesia in
August 2013.

2014

EURALEX 2014 will be held in Bozen-Bolzano,
Italy. Date to be announced.
Links and more information about these and other
conferences can be found at pangaealex.org. 

The following books have been received at
the DSNA office:

The Oxford Guide to Etymology, Philip Durkin,
paperback edition, Oxford UP, 2011.
Caló: a Dictionary of Spanish Barrio and Border
Slang, ed. Harry Polkinhorn and Alfredo
Velasco. New York: Junction Press, 2011.
Garner’s Dictionary of Legal Usage, Bryan A.
Garner, 3rd edition, Oxford UP, 2011.
The Forgotten Founding Father: Noah Webster’s
Obsession and the Creation of an American Culture,
Joshua Kendall. New York: GP Putnam’s Sons,
2011. 

Conference entertainment: “Alphabet, O Alphabet”
(to the tune of “Lida Rose” by Meredith Willson; lyrics by Lisa Berglund)
A to Z, A to Z
Beating the track of philology.
It gets better
With every letter,
Or so dreams the poet
Who wakes to lexicography.
Once, you know,
I finished “O”—
How sweet that mem’ry
How long ago!
Forever, it takes forever.
Will I ever get there?
Who knows?

Alphabet, I’m willing to bet
that I’ll complete you if I try.
Alphabet, I’ll conquer you yet,
though I’m a thousand entries shy.
A B C. See the stack of fascicles climb,
O M G! It’s contemporary, my dictionary.
Alphabet, your challenge I met,
my trusty corpus as my guide.
Alphabet, I’m working on “set”
and with my patience sorely tried...
so here’s one more headword;
I just finished “run”!
Alphabet, when will you be done?

Photos: Luanne von Schneidemesser

Alphabet, O Alphabet, O Alphabet.... 

The CatchWords (Montreal edition): Lisa Berglund, Rod McConchie, Orin Hargraves, Terry Pratt,
Katy Isaacs, and Peter Gilliver, accompanied by Kevin Berland
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